21 Reassessing the Theories

I have now considered the evidence concerning what the OBE is like, to whom it occurs, under what circumstances and whether claims of paranormal abilities can be substantiated in the laboratory. Some of the easier questions have now been answered, but we can no longer avoid the harder ones. What happens during an OBE and why? How can we explain these experiences? Is there just one phenomenon requiring one type of explanation or do we need several theories to account for different types of OBE?

So far I have mentioned various theories involving astral projection, theta aspects, ESP, and imagination. It is now time to re-evaluate these theories in the light of all the evidence.

Most theories of the OBE either claim that something leaves the physical body, or that it does not. Then within these two major categories there are several different types of explanation, and there is perhaps a last possibility; that any such distinction is meaningless and artificial. For convenience I shall divide them up as follows:

A. *Something leaves the body.*
   1. Physical theories
   2. Physical astral world theory
   3. Mental astral world theory

B. *Nothing leaves the body*
   4. Parapsychological theory
   5. Psychological theories

C. *Other*

I shall consider each type of theory in turn and try to assess first of all whether it makes sense; for there is no point in delving into the evidence bearing on a theory if the theory itself is inconsistent or
incomprehensible. Inevitably I shall be expressing some of my own confusions and facing my own assumptions, but I hope that in the process I shall be able to show just how great are the problems facing some of these theories of the OBE.

SOMETHING LEAVES THE BODY

1. Physical Theories (a physical double travels in the physical world)
First there is the kind of explanation which suggests that we each have a second physical body which can separate from the usual one. You may immediately dismiss this, saying that the double is non-physical; but I shall come to that soon. First it is instructive to see why a 'physical' theory of the OBE makes little sense, for the same arguments must be raised if anything labelled 'non-physical' should turn out to be this kind of model in disguise.

There are two aspects to consider, one being the status and nature of the double which travels, and the other being the status and nature of the world in which it travels. In this first theory both are material and interact with the normal physical world. To make this theory even worth considering it is necessary to assume that this double is composed of some 'finer' or more subtle material that is invisible to the untrained eye.

This kind of idea is sometimes expressed in occult writings. For example the etheric body of the Theosophists described by Besant (6) or Powell (116a, b) is like this and a similar idea appears in that once so popular book On the Edge of the Etheric by Arthur Findlay (38). He states 'We must first of all clearly understand that the etheric world is part of this world. That it is all about us. That it is material, though of a substance too fine for our senses normally to appreciate ...' and he goes on to describe how the etheric body parts from the physical at death, to continue living without it. Yram also expresses something similar when he talks of the 'radio-active essence' or the 'ultra-sensitive atoms' of the higher worlds (159).

Objections to this type of theory are numerous, both logical and empirical. First, what could the double be made of? The possibilities seem to range between a complete solid duplicate of the familiar body, and a kind of misty and insubstantial version. Looking at each in turn we can see that neither is acceptable, though for different reasons.

The idea of a complete duplicate of the body could, at least, be
made to make sense. We could imagine a world in which each person had not one body, but two, and the two could separate and travel independently. Of course the second body would need to have a mechanism for moving it about and a perceptual system and a brain for controlling its behaviour. It would need to be strong, flexible, and complex. Indeed it would need to be much like our usual body and it would certainly be clearly visible and detectable. I say we could imagine such a world, but clearly the world is not like this.

So couldn't the double consist of some sort of gas, fog or mist of particles filling, as it were, the spaces between the grosser parts and being invisible to the untrained eye? I would say no, for several reasons. First of all many ideas which seemed quite plausible 50 or 100 years ago no longer seem so attractive. In 1931 Findlay placed his etheric world in portions of the electromagnetic spectrum not then detectable, but such portions have long since become understood and measurable. Likewise ideas about 'finer atoms' filling the 'spaces' between the normal ones do not have the same appeal in the light of modern physics. Perhaps it is possible that there is a whole realm of undiscovered and undetected material, but this is unlikely. It is not much of a theory to argue that the double is material, and can do all the things required of it, yet is invisible, undetectable, and consists of some kind of matter we know nothing whatever about. This is just evasion, not theory.

Perhaps more important is the difficulty of seeing how any misty shape, or nebulous entity could perform all that was required of it in an OBE. Would it have muscles, nerves, and a brain? If not, how would it move and think? Would it have eyes, ears or a nose? If not, how could it perceive the physical world? If it obtained information from the world then it would surely be easily detectable; we know that it is not. This problem was pointed out by William Rushton in his letter to the SPR Journal in 1976: Rushton, famed for his research on human colour vision, was eminently qualified to state the problem of vision by the double.

We know that all information coming to us normally from the outside is caught by the sense organs and encoded by their nerves. And that a tiny damage to the retina (for instance) or its nerves to the brain, produces such characteristic deficiencies in the visual sensation that the site of the damage may usually be correctly inferred. What is this OOB eye that can encode the visual scene exactly as does the real eye, with its hundred million photoreceptors and its million signalling optic nerves? Can you imagine
anything but a replica of the real eye that could manage to do this? But if this floating replica is to see, it must catch light, and hence cannot be transparent, and so must be visible to people in the vicinity. In fact floating eyes are not observed, nor would this be expected, for they only exist in fantasy [127 p. 412].

Is his argument as damning as it appears? I think it is. Of course there are counter-arguments. Since OB vision is not that good it might use a simpler eye, or one relying on something other than light. Nevertheless, if it is to perceive the physical world in any way at all it must pick up information from it and that would render it detectable. So the problem only reverts to a more complex kind of detection and most possibilities have been tried and failed. I am also tempted to ask why, if there is such a useful, mobile, light and invisible perceiving double, we should bother with all the paraphernalia of eyes, muscles and nerves? The answer, I would say, is that perception is not possible without some such mechanism.

One last problem with this kind of double is its appearance. If we all have a second body why does it appear to some as a blob or globe, to others as a flare, or light, and to yet others as a duplicate of the physical body? And what about its clothes and carriages, handbags and walking sticks all made of this same strange substance? Muldoon and Carrington (97a) wrestled with this problem and more recently so has Tart (146h).

If the notion of a physical double is problematic, the notion that it travels in the physical world is just as much so. I have discussed the problem of obtaining information from the physical world around, but in addition there is plenty of evidence which suggests that what is seen in an OBE is not the physical world at all.

First there are the types of errors made in OB perception. These tend not to be the sort of errors which might arise from a poor perceptual system, but seem often to be fabricated errors, or additions, as well as omissions. People see chimney pots where there are none, or they see places as they expect them rather than as they are at that time. Then sometimes the OB world is responsive to thought, just as in a dream the scenery can change if the person imagines it changing; and lastly, there is the fact that many OBEs merge into other kinds of experience. The OBEer may find himself seeing places such as never were on earth, or he may meet strange monsters, religious figures or caricature animals. All these features of the OBE make it harder to see the OB world as the physical world at all, and
lead one to the conclusion that the OB world is more like a world of thoughts.

Given the nature of the OB world, and the problems presented by seeing how a double could interact with the physical world without being detectable, I can only conclude that this theory must be rejected. The only form in which it could survive would go something like this. There is a second physical body which we all possess but which only some people can see. It can leave the body and travel on its own seeing the world around it, but it cannot be detected because it is made of some kind of matter which is as yet unknown and it travels by some unknown energy and it sees rather poorly using a mechanism about which nothing is known except that it does not use light, or any other readily detectable form of energy.

I would suggest that this theory is of no predictive value whatever and should be dismissed.

2. Physical Astral World Theory (a non-physical double travels in the physical world)
I have been using the terms 'physical' and 'non-physical' as though their meanings were self-evident. In some ways they can be, for it is easy enough, in many contexts, to distinguish the terms 'physical' and 'mental'. Thoughts, feelings, and ideas may still be referred to as 'mental' events by a materialist who believes that they are ultimately totally dependent upon physical events in the body and brain. The dualist, however, believes that mind can exist independently of matter; and when he speaks of mental events or non-physical events he may be referring to some mental world or substance in which the events take place. Many occultists believe there to be a whole range of non-physical worlds of differing qualities and they refer not only to physical and mental events, but to spiritual, casual, and astral ones as well.

Many theories have suggested that the double is not physical but non-physical, even though it travels in the physical world. I have called this a 'physical astral world theory' because one form of it is that the astral body is non-physical, and the astral world includes all the objects of the physical world. So in what sense are these theories using the term non-physical? If what is meant is 'mental' in the sense that thoughts are described as mental, then this sort of theory would make no sense. Thoughts do not travel. If I imagine or dream of going to Peru or plan what to do next weekend, we may say that my
thoughts travelled there; but we do not mean that anything is literally in Peru or in the future. So non-physical must mean more than this.

On the other hand it must not mean physical in disguise otherwise all the problems previously raised will apply. Let us look at some examples of this sort of theory to try to find out what is meant. Tart (146h, k) refers to it as the 'natural' explanation. He describes this theory of the OBE as follows '… in effect there is no need to explain it; it is just what it seems to be. Man has a non-physical soul of some sort that is capable, under certain conditions, of leaving the physical body. This soul, as manifested in what we call the second body, is the seat of consciousness. While it is like an ordinary physical body in some ways, it is not subject to most of the physical laws of space and time and so is able to travel about at will.'

We have already met the 'theta aspect' in connection with detection experiments. Morris et al (96) explain that '… the OBE may be more than a special psi-conducive state; that it may in fact be evidence of an aspect of the self which is capable of surviving bodily death. For convenience, such a hypothetical aspect of the self will hereafter be referred to as a Theta Aspect (T.A.).' According to Osis and Mitchell (106) it is possible that '… some part of the personality is temporarily out of the body', and many occult theories involve a non-physical astral double rather than a physical one.

Do any of these accounts make sense of what could be meant by non-physical? Osis talks about 'some part of personality' separating, but what is personality? The most productive view of it seems to be that it is a way of describing how a person behaves. People react differently to different situations, they hold various opinions, have different ways of expressing themselves, different hopes and fears and interests. All these go to make up personality. Questionnaires have been developed which try to assess such variables and so categorize people in terms of some theory of personality. Although the theories differ they agree on one point. The personality is an aspect of a physical person. It is the body which behaves; the brain which thinks and controls actions and without a body one cannot fill in questionnaires or choose to go to a party instead of staying at home and reading a book. It therefore makes no sense to talk about a 'part of personality' separating from the body unless one redefines personality.

Another popular view holds that consciousness separates from
the physical body, or becomes located outside of it. But in what sense can consciousness be located anywhere? When I wake up in the morning and become aware of the birds singing outside, the rain dripping from the roof, or the time, is my consciousness 'in' any of these? Is it in my head, my ears, or where? I would say that consciousness is not the kind of thing which has a location at all. Without wishing to discuss theories of consciousness, I would argue that if we are going to say that consciousness leaves the body in an OBE then we need to define consciousness in such a way that it has a location and is normally to be found 'in the body'. In doing this I think we might find that we were not talking about what we usually mean by consciousness at all.

More generally it has been said that an aspect of the self leaves, but what is the self? Is it a conglomeration of one's personality, one's self-image, one's opinions, ideas, and memories? If so then most, if not all, of it is totally dependent on having a body and therefore cannot, in any meaningful way, be said to leave the body. You may say there is more to the self than this. There is some divine spark, some unchanging inner being or soul. In Tart's terms there may be a 'non-physical soul of some sort'. But what sort?

The problem seems to me to be this. If the 'soul' is to interact with the objects of the physical world so as to perceive them then it should not only be detectable but all the other problems of the previous theory arise. On the other hand, if it does not interact with the physical, then it cannot possibly do what is expected of it on this theory, namely travel in the physical world. I do not think there is any escape from this dilemma. If we do have souls I don't think they are what travels in an OBE. Moreover, there is already the evidence that what is seen in an OBE is not, in any case, the physical world. So we have ample reason to reject this type of theory and turn to the next.

3. Mental Astral World Theory (a non-physical double travels in a non-physical, but 'objective', astral world)

The evidence considered so far points to the conclusion that OBEs do not take place in the physical world at all, but in a thought-created or mental world. Each of the next three types of theory starts from this premise, but they are very different and lead to totally different conceptions of the experience.

A 'mental world' could mean several things. It could mean the
purely private world created by each of us in our thinking. If we mean this then the OBE is essentially an experience of the imagination and this I shall consider in the next chapter. But what else could it mean? One possibility is that there is another world (or worlds) which is mental but is in some sense shared, or objective and in which we can all travel if we attain certain states of consciousness. The important question now becomes whether the OB world is private to each individual, or shared and accessible to all.

Occultists have suggested that there is a shared thought world and there are many other versions of this kind of theory. The pertinent features are that there is a non-physical OB world which is accessible by thought, manipulable by thought, and is the product of more than just one individual's mind.

Tart (146h, k), as one of his five theories of the OBE, suggests what he calls the 'mentally-manipulatable-state explanation'. He raises here the familiar problem of, as he puts it 'where the pajamas come from'. That is, that if the OBE involves the separation of a 'spirit' or 'soul' we have to include the possibility of spiritual dinner jackets and tie pins. Of course any theory which postulates a 'thought created' world solves this problem. Tart therefore suggested that a non-physical second body travels in a non-physical world which is capable of being manipulated or changed by 'the conscious and non-conscious thoughts and desires of the person whose second body is in that space'.

In 1951 Muldoon and Carrington had come to a similar conclusion (97b). Muldoon states '...one thing is clear to me - the clothing of the phantom is created, and is not a counterpart of the physical clothing' (97b p. 46). Not through logical argument, but through his observations he came to the conclusion that 'Thought creates in the astral,... In fact the whole astral world is governed by thought.' But he did not mean it was a private world of thoughts.

Also relevant here is the occult notion of thought forms. Theosophists Besant and Leadbeater describe the creation of thought forms by the mental and desire bodies, and their manifestation as floating forms in the mental and astral planes. All physical objects are supposed to have their astral counterparts and so when travelling in the astral one sees a mixture of the astral forms of physical things and thought created, or purely astral, entities.

There are other versions of a similar idea. For example Whiteman questions the 'one-space theory' of OBEs (156c), and Poynton
follows him suggesting '... what is described is not the physical world as actualized by the senses of the physical body, but a copy, more or less exact, of the physical world' (117). Rogo (124d) suggests that the OBE takes place in a non-physical duplicate world which is just as 'real' to the OBEer as our world is to us. He adds that the OBEer might even be able to manipulate 'our' world by manipulating his. This is just the kind of principle which underlies some forms of magical operation. By creating solid enough thought forms one can influence the physical plane and so work magic.

So we can see that there are many versions of this type of theory, but does it make sense? Is it the kind of explanation which allows us to relax and conclude that the problems of the OBE are solved? I think not, and for several reasons.

Fox (44c) mentions one, that we should not be able to see our own physical bodies if we are seeing 'astral counterparts'. Rogo (124d) gets round this by saying that we might be seeing both the physical and astral together, but of course this reintroduces all the problems of how we could possibly see the physical world at all.

Tart (146k) mentions another. He points out that there is little independent evidence for this manipulable world, psychic ether or whatever; that we are explaining one unknown by invoking another. Perhaps this is admissible. After all science often proceeds by inventing new 'unknowns'. However, those unknowns must be preferable for some reason to the previous ones and must make sense. I would suggest that the idea of a shared thought world, attractive as it is, and as much as I would like to believe in it, makes no sense.

To see why it makes no sense we must first consider just what it entails, and to do this we must see through the various versions to the key features. First, the thought world contains the thoughts of many individuals which join together to form a public, or at least partially objective, world. Second, the thoughts in this world have to persist for some time. It is no good if they disappear when the person who created them stops thinking; about them. And third, these thoughts must be accessible to other people who have OBEs. In other words there has to be interaction between the stored thoughts and new ones. The problems therefore seem to be how the different thoughts are combined in the first place, how they are stored, and how they interact with new thoughts.

First how could the thoughts be combined together to create an
astral world? None of the theories specifies this but we may explore some possibilities. Let us suppose that there is, on the astral - so to speak —a version of my house and that anyone who has an OBE may see it if he travels to the right 'place'. We know that this house will appear much like the real thing but it may have some differences such as having one chimney instead of two, square walls instead of slightly wonky ones, or face due south instead of slightly east of south. This astral version is supposed to have arisen from many thought forms, but how? Why do all the thoughts about my house get combined and not get muddled up with those about my neighbour's house? Do my own thoughts have more effect on the astral form because I live here and know my house better than anyone else does? Do more frequent thoughts have a greater effect and does something like clarity of thought help? If I tried very hard to imagine my house with a pink rose growing over it instead of a wistaria would people who saw it on the astral see one, the other or both? And finally, does the physical house itself have any effect, independent of people's thoughts about it?

I am not suggesting that such questions are unanswerable, only that they are a genuine problem. Partial answers can be found in the occult literature. The principle 'like attracts like' is central. Similar thoughts, emotions and ideas attract each other and so come together in the astral. But what determines similarity? Is my image of my house more similar to my husband's image of it or to my neighbour's? Hundreds of dimensions of similarity could be involved but how do some come to be more important? I would suggest that the very arbitrariness of any decision of this kind shows up the shaky foundations of the whole notion.

The second problem concerns storage. How can thoughts once created persist independently of the brain? The idea that thoughts can do this has been a cornerstone of many occult theories, but also parapsychologists have used a similar idea to try to explain ESP. If one person's thoughts or ideas persist in some way after that person has stopped thinking about them, and if other people can tap this store of ideas then clearly one person can tap another person's thoughts. Telepathy is not only possible but is then seen as the more general form of memory.

When I first became interested in parapsychology this was the idea which attracted me. It seemed to explain so much so simply. I even believed it was new, but I soon learned otherwise. It appeared
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in one form in 1939 when H. H. Price, an Oxford philosopher and member of the SPR, described his 'Psychic Ether Hypothesis'. He suggested that thoughts, images, or ideas are created by mental acts, but then tend to persist independently of the person who initiated them. These images can affect the contents of any mind and so telepathy can occur and an 'ether of images' or 'psychic ether' is created. By association with places or buildings the ether can also be responsible for hauntings (118).

In the 1940s Whateley Carington carried out numerous experiments which led him to his 'association theory of telepathy' (16). If two ideas or images are associated in the mind of one person that association is not private to that individual but persists and can be used by others. A related idea is W. G. Roll's notion of the 'psi field' (125a). Every physical object has an associated psi field to which people may respond. In his more recent theory of 'psi structures', Roll has extended this idea (125c).

These are just some of the theories which have related ESP and memory and since then the relationship between the two has been extensively studied (see 9c, 120, 125b). But this idea has exciting implications for memory as well as for ESP. No one knows for sure how memory is stored. There have been electrical, chemical, structural, and holographic models of memory storage but none is universally accepted. Could it be that none of these is right and that memory is stored Psychically? I used to think so but my confidence has been forcibly diminished by several years of research into ESP and memory and a good deal of thinking about the problems involved (9b).

As far as storage is concerned, the major question is the substrate on which the information is coded. Information to be stored has to be coded into the form of variations in some physical system. We store music in the form of the structure on the surface of records, or magnetic patterns on tape. In computers memory is coded into binary digits and stored on tape, magnetic discs or even punched cards. Because the disc, tape or record is stable for fairly long periods of time the information is retained. But what is to take on this role in the astral? Do we imagine the information being stored as variations in some non-physical substance? If so we have to remember what this substance must do. It has to interact with the brain so that information processed there can be stored. It must be capable of being altered by the incoming information, and must
retain the information essentially without loss until required. It must retain it in such a way that the right bits of information can be retrieved by the right people (and occasionally by the wrong people). This is surely a tall order for a non-physical substance which is invisible, apparently everywhere, and yet quite undetected as yet.

All this might, with some stretching of the imagination, be possible, but the final problem is one which, I think, provides the worst hurdle for any theory of this kind. That is, how is the information retrieved when wanted? Or if we are talking about the OBE, how do people manage to observe the astral world of thoughts?

Again the occult dictum 'like attracts like' has been held responsible. Taking again the example of 'my house' the theory is that if a person thinks about 'my house', the thought will draw him to other thoughts which are similar. But how? Is the 'thought' of me enough or must he say 'Take me to her house'? Does he perhaps need the address, or the post code? Is a very good image of the house necessary before he is likely to succeed? Apparently not, since people claim to have seen places on the astral which they have never physically seen. Is clarity important, or vividness of the image and can any of these be measured? Again these questions might be answerable but any answers seem largely arbitrary.

The problem is essentially one of coding. We know that when a person remembers something he has first processed the incoming information, thought about it, structured it, and turned it into a manageable form using some sort of code. We presume that it persists in this form until needed when he can use the same coding system to retrieve it and use it. Even if we don't understand the details of how this works, there is in principle no problem for one person because he uses the same system both in storing the material and retrieving it. But if thoughts are stored in the astral world then we have to say that one person can store them there and another get them out. And that other person may have entirely different ways of coding information. So how can these thoughts in the astral possibly make sense to him? I personally can find no reasonable way of tackling this problem and it is largely this which forces me to conclude that such theories do not make sense.

I have now considered all the types of theory which suggest that something leaves the body in an OBE, and found none satisfactory. So let us turn to the three remaining theories.
4. Parapsychological Theory (imagination plus ESP)

If we reject the idea of a shared thought world we are left with a private one; the store of images, memories, or ideas which we each hold but which we cannot directly share with anyone else. The OBE might involve only imaginary travelling in a private imaginary world. According to this type of theory nothing leaves the body in an OBE and so there is nothing to survive the death of that body. The advantage of such a theory is that it avoids all the problems of the previous ones since it involves no astral worlds and other bodies. However, what about the evidence that ESP occurs during OBEs, that people can obtain information from a distance in OBEs?

As we have seen, certain parapsychologists have tried to incorporate this possibility by suggesting that the OBE is 'imagination plus ESP' or PK. For example one of Tart's five theories is the 'hallucination-plus-psi explanation'. According to this 'For those cases of OBEs in which veridical information about distant events is obtained, it is postulated that ESP, which is well proved, works on a nonconscious level, and this information is used by the subconscious mind to arrange the hallucinatory or dream scene so that it corresponds to the reality scene' (146k p. 339). Osis (103d) contrasts his 'ECSOMATIC hypothesis' with 'travelling fantasy plus ESP' and Morris (96) compares the theory that 'some tangible aspect of self can expand beyond the body' with what he calls the 'psi-favourable state' theory. In parapsychology many states have been thought to be conducive to ESP. They include relaxation, the use of ganzfeld or unpatterned stimulation, and dreaming (63). There are many reasons why an OBE might be thought of as a psi-conducive state. Palmer suggested that it might induce attitudes and expectations consistent with psi, so facilitating its occurrence (110a).

So is this sort of theory satisfactory? I don't think so. It appears to avoid all the previous problems and yet to be able to cope with the paranormal aspects of the experience. But note that I say 'appears to'. Calling the OBE imagination or hallucination tells us very little, and adding the words 'plus ESP' adds nothing. We know little enough about ESP. It is defined negatively, and we cannot stop and start it or control it in any way. Really all we know about it is that if it exists it is very weak.

This brings us back to the 'Super-ESP hypothesis'. Some have
argued that the imagination plus ESP theory should be rejected precisely because of the weakness of ESP; because the effects we find in laboratory ESP experiments are so very small compared to what is expected of them outside the lab. under the super-ESP hypothesis. Osis calls it 'that strange invention which shies like a mouse from being tested in the laboratory but, in rampant speculation, acts like a ferocious lion devouring survival evidence' [103g p. 31]. His language is persuasive but in the case of OBEs I do not think the argument is valid. The paranormal effects found during OBEs are terribly small, as I have tried to show. And I think they are little, if any, stronger than typical laboratory ESP.

So we could argue that the OBE is imagination plus ESP, but this is only putting together two catch-all terms, 'imagination' and 'ESP'. It explains nothing. For this reason, and this reason alone, I reject this theory. If we ever came to understand ESP better, we could then test its role in the OBE; and then this theory would be worth consideration. In the meantime, if we say that the OBE involves imagination then we need a psychological theory of the OBE, with or without ESP, and this is what I shall consider in the final chapter.

*Other approaches*

But before I do so I want to mention briefly that last possibility: that all the distinctions and problems I have been raising are artificial. Should we just admit that mind is neither 'in' nor 'out' of the body? Grosso argues (54b) that perhaps one is always 'out' and in an OBE just becomes conscious of that fact. I have been asking how the information in an OBE is acquired, but should the distinction between normal and paranormal be dropped?

During an OBE one may have what seems a clearer perception of such questions. Dichotomies are transcended intuitively and the experience is felt as natural and comprehensible. I think this direct perception has a value; and the more researchers are able to step into that way of thinking, the richer will be their understanding. However, this intuition does not answer the kinds of question I want to answer and it cannot relate a theory of the OBE to other physical, psychological or parapsychological theories. I am sure I am not alone in that aim. I would argue that the mystical, intuitive or direct perception of the experience is a valuable, and even necessary, approach, but not an alternative theory.

Finally I would like to make one small point. Many theorists have
tried to get round some of the problems by saying that different OBEs require different explanations or fit different models, or that there are gradations of the OBE. However, we should remember that if a theory does not make sense, then nothing is changed by saying that it applies only to some OBEs. I would not for a moment suggest that there can be only one type of OBE, and only one theory; but for me none of the preceding theories works and they work no better for some OBEs than for all. Accordingly I shall now turn to the psychological theories of the OBE.
Our last alternative theory is that all the details of the OBE are to be accounted for in psychological terms. Nothing leaves the body in an OBE. The astral body and astral world are products of the imagination and the OBE itself provides no hope for survival. Osis has called the followers of such theories 'nothing but-ers', reducing the OBE to 'nothing but a psychopathological oddity' (103h); but to me such theories provide the most hopeful, challenging and exciting approach to the OBE.

Among psychological approaches to the OBE there have been psychoanalytic interpretations, analogies between the 'tunnel' and the birth experience; the creation of the double has been seen as an act of narcissism or as a way of denying the inevitable mortality of the human body. Eastman suggested that the cord may symbolize the pull back to the body and the astral body itself may be a symbol of the self to the self (33). Then there have been theories which treat the near-death experience as a form of depersonalization or regression to primitive modes of thinking, and those which treat it as involving an archetype. I have already discussed some of them and shall not criticize them further except to say that none provides a complete account of the OBE. Some may well have a place in a psychological theory of the OBE. For instance an underlying physiological event may be responsible for a change in state of consciousness, and some factor such as narcissism be implicated in the form the experience takes. Therefore I would not dismiss a theory just because its scope is limited. However, if a psychological theory of the OBE is to provide a genuine alternative to the previous types of theory, then it needs to do more than just tackle small parts of the experience.

PALMER'S THEORY
The most complete psychological theory of the OBE so far proposed
is that of John Palmer who used a mixture of psychological and psychoanalytical concepts in his account (110b). Palmer made the crucial point that the OBE is neither potentially nor actually a psychic phenomenon. An OBE may be associated with psychic events but the experience itself, just like any other experience, is not the kind of thing which can be either psychic or not.

He went on to suggest that the OBE almost always occurs in a hypnagogic state. Within this state it is triggered by a change in the person's body concept which results from a reduction or other change in proprioceptive stimulation. This change then threatens the self concept and the threat activates deep unconscious processes. These processes try to re-establish the person's sense of individual identity as quickly and economically as possible and the way in which they do this follows the laws of the Freudian primary process. According to Palmer it is this attempt to regain identity which constitutes the OBE.

This makes sense of why the experience seems so real at the time, since the unconscious mind has to convince the ego of the new identity so as to alleviate the threat. On Palmer's theory, the OBE is seen as only one of the ways in which this end can be accomplished. Another might be to escape altogether by fainting. Which course is taken will depend upon the situation and set. A person who is dying is likely to have a different experience from one who is in a laboratory undergoing an OBE induction procedure.

Since the whole purpose of the OBE is to avoid a threat the person will usually remain unaware of that threat and of the change in body image which precipitated it. However, Palmer adds that it is possible, with practice, to gain ego-control over the primary process activity. Of course the OBE is, at best, only a partial solution to the threat and both ego and primary process strive to regain the normal body concept. As soon as they succeed the OBE ends.

For Palmer any psychic abilities which manifest themselves during an OBE do so more because of the occurrence of the OBE in a hypnagogic state than because anything actually leaves the body. He emphasizes that the theory is neutral as regards the relationship between brain and mind, but an important implication is that the OBE provides no evidence for mind-body separation.

This theory has much in its favour. It has no need of astral bodies or other worlds and so avoids all the problems of the earlier theories. It makes sense of the situations in which the OBE occurs, and-the
way it varies with the situation, and it relates the OBE to other experiences. However, it is not without its own problems. It depends heavily on the idea that the OBE is a means of avoiding a threat to the integrity of the individual and the anxiety which that would arouse. But it is not clear to me that the OBE would not provide an even greater threat than the original change in body concept. In itself, it presents an apparent split between self and body and many people find this acutely threatening and anxiety-provoking. Sometimes they are terrified that they will not be able to 'get back in' and this is surely a threat too. Of course one may argue that the conscious threat of the OBE is quite different to the unconscious threat which provoked it, and that in an OBE the 'self remains in some sense whole even though separated from the body. But I would want to ask just what Freudian psychoanalytic concepts would predict here. Which types of threat are most to be avoided and which solutions most effective? It seems to me that these are just the kinds of predictions which psychoanalysis is characteristically unable to make.

The theory also seems to imply that both primary processes and the ego are goal-directed and strive towards a specific objective. Palmer specifically denies any commitment to teleological thinking and so it would be helpful to know in what sense the primary process strives and the unconscious convinces. Finally Palmer's theory is far from complete. It says nothing about tunnels and sensations of separation, the appearance of the OB world or the physical body or the experiences of flying and floating, although presumably it could be elaborated to account for these in terms of primary process thinking. Since Palmer is intending to present a more detailed version I should not criticize it prematurely, and only add that it has provided a valuable new way of looking at the OBE which should provide much scope for research.

So far I have tried to present the evidence as objectively and fairly as I can, but now I am going to indulge my prejudices, expose my hunches and present my own interpretation of the OBE.

A PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY
First I should say that I find the evidence for paranormal events during the OBE limited and unconvincing. Others will certainly disagree with me but I think it is possible that all the claims for ESP and PK in OBEs are groundless. You may object and cite the
famous Wilmot case (99b), the Landau case (76) or many others. And it is true, I would have to argue that the witnesses or investigators were lying or mistaken; but I do not think this is impossible, nor do I think there is actually very much evidence which has to be 'explained away' in this fashion.

Could we put this to the test? Could we ever be sure that there was or was not any paranormal aspect to the OBE? We have seen how difficult this seems to be. However, and perhaps paradoxically, I think we may never have to answer the question even though it is theoretically a most important one. It is important because a purely psychological theory of the OBE cannot directly account for paranormal phenomena and if they occur they demand explanation. But I don't think that in the end we shall need to answer it. What I expect to happen is that one theory (or perhaps 'approach' or 'programme of research' would be better words) will begin to seem more productive than others. It will stimulate research which develops rather than going round in circles as some research to date has done. It will lead to new ideas and new relationships with other areas or experiences and people will begin to use it more often in their thinking, discussion, and research. If this happens one approach will become more accepted than others and in this sense will have won, at least for the time being.

This hypothetical approach may have as a crucial part of it the occurrence of paranormal phenomena and it may solve some of the problems thereby presented. Alternatively, it may ignore psi altogether. Whichever is the case we shall no longer ask whether there is ESP in the OBE or not because it will seem obvious. My guess is that it will be the psychological theories which will take on this role and that the question of paranormal phenomena will quietly be dropped. But of course some new discovery may at any time prove me quite wrong.

So what sort of psychological theory have I in mind? I would like to suggest this; that the OBE is best seen as an altered state of consciousness (ASC) and is best understood in relation to other ASCs. Everything perceived in an OBE is a product of memory and imagination, and during the OBE one's own imagination is more vividly experienced than it is in everyday life. In other words the experience is a kind of privileged peek into the contents of one's own mind.

In any ASG ways of thinking and perceiving change. .In some,
such as dreams, imagination is vivid but there is no appreciation at the time of what is happening. In this respect dreams differ from OBEs, but other ASCs may be closer and I think many involve this kind of direct experience of one's own imagination. The conditions necessary for such a state to occur may vary, but I would suggest that in the case of the OBE the following are necessary:

1. Vivid and detailed imagery;
2. Low reality testing so that memories and images may seem 'real';
3. Sensory input from the body reduced or not attended to;
4. Awareness and logical thinking maintained. (This is like Tart's dimension of 'rationality' (146i, l)).

However, I should add that other experiences besides the OBE can occur under these conditions.

I shall try to illustrate how these conditions are important for the OBE by taking as an example one way of reaching the OBE: through the use of a hallucinogenic drug. From research with such drugs (e.g. 137a) it is known that in the early stages of intoxication certain types of imagery increase. Tunnels, spirals, and lattices are common; and although they are initially seen as separate from the subject, they gradually start to become more 'real'. Complex images constructed from memory follow, at first seen in a tunnel perspective, but later becoming more realistic and merging with the person. These memory images may take many forms according to the setting and expectations of the subject. Sometimes childhood scenes are re-constructed and, because of the state of consciousness, are experienced as though relived. (This might be most likely when death is thought to be close and looking back is preferred to looking forward.)

At other times and in other situations the subject may enjoy bizarre scenes and dreamlike images, taking a role in fantasy action or observing as though from outside. But in the latter case habits of thought and the vividness of his imagery may prevent him from seeing himself as a disembodied observer. Instead he may take on the fantasy body of a flying bird, or reconstruct his normal body from memory and his body image. As the experience progresses reality testing is almost totally suspended. The images hold the attention completely and any awareness of the physical body is lost.

All this can happen as a result of taking hallucinogenic drugs, but
the question then almost becomes how the subject is to avoid having an OBE. I think the answer is that whether the experience is labelled 'OBE' or as 'tripping' or 'stoned' or whatever, depends not only on the physiological state the person is in but also on the content of his imagery and the role of his body image. It is only when the imagery is predominantly of ordinary scenes from the everyday world, observed as though from somewhere other than where the physical body is, that the experience takes on the form of an OBE.

An important question now becomes why this particular kind of hallucinatory experience is reasonably stable and discrete. If it is just one form that hallucinations can take; why does it not become inextricably mixed up with other forms, the different experiences drifting into one another? This is important because we know that the OBE does have some stability. It is reported as similar when induced in a variety of ways, and although; it is sometimes associated with other hallucinatory experiences, it is more often separate. It is also discrete in the sense that it can start one moment, go on for some time and then suddenly end. It is these sorts of features which have led to its being given a name and considered something other than an hallucination.

I think the answer is twofold. First, there are cognitive processes constantly operating to maintain the stable body image necessary for co-ordinating skilled behaviour. Not only is the body image strong and complete-that is one imagines accurately and vividly the form of one's own body - but it is also coincident with the actual physical body location. All the sensory stimulation from the body keeps it that way. However, in the situation we are imagining the person seems to be looking at the room in one of the ways it is represented in memory, from a point near the ceiling. Stimulation from the body is absent or ignored and so the body image need not be coincident with the position of the physical body. The person may or may not make himself a new 'body' from the body image, where he is, up on the ceiling. Since that is where he seems to be looking from, this one will naturally seem the more real. Looking down he will 'see' the chair in which he knows he is sitting and so may see himself there too, constructing this picture from the image he has of how other people see him.

Now in this situation I am suggesting, the sight of 'himself' may prove too much for the 'new perspective'. Indeed in'training to induce the OBE, this is a major hurdle. Bodily sensations may re-
assert their hold on the body image and suddenly our astral projector will be 'back in his body' again. However, if imagery is still vivid, reality testing low and so on, the person's identification with the 'new view' will prevail. He will be able to observe an image of himself sitting in the chair and at the same time seem to be himself up on the ceiling. So long as the original inducing conditions prevail, this situation can be maintained.

This gives one reason why the experience is relatively discrete. The transition back to 'normal' requires a cognitive leap. One could compare this jump to the kind of perceptual jumps which are made when an ambiguous figure is seen in first one way and then another (see 9a and Plate 17). It is not possible to see both forms of the figure at once. The same may be so for the OBE. If the two views were experienced together the subject would have to be seeing the room simultaneously from his point on the ceiling and from his body. Apart from the fact that this would be too confusing to be maintained, the 'old' view would always win. Any sensory input attended to, however slight, is on the side of the 'old' position, as are habit and familiarity. Therefore if the two should ever coexist the old always wins and the OBE is terminated. The subject will seem to have shot back into his body. So we can see that the 'new' view is only stable so long as there is no attention given to the 'old' view and it is discrete because any half-way view is extremely short-lived. To this extent it is what Tart would call a 'discrete state of consciousness' (146i, j, l).

The second reason for discreteness is one of expectation and habit. If our subject's hallucinatory imagery is of his own room then he will expect that outside the room is the corridor and the stairs, and outside the front door is the path and garden. He may be led by his expectations and using his cognitive map, through many 'places' as though he were 'really there' and of course these will have all the characteristics of the cognitive map, as we have seen. If, as I have specified, logical thinking is reasonably intact our subject will not be led off into fantastic scenes or other types of hallucination. And since everything seems so real he will be fascinated with what he sees. Often he will not have the time or inclination to think, 'I could go anywhere, I could change this into another sort of experience*. In the typical spontaneous OBE time is short and something will end the experience before this happens. It is only the longer or repeated experiences which are likely to change or broaden in this way.
So according to my scheme the OBE is a state bounded on one
side by the restoration of normal coincidence of body image and
sensory input, and on another by the habits of thinking which keep
the imagery, at least for a while, associated with the physical scene.
Beyond this boundary of habit lie many other types of experience,
mythical, religious, fantastic and psychedelic but to reach any of
these either the initial conditions must change or a jump in thinking
is required and for most people this is difficult. So, once the OBE
is established it is, at least temporarily, stable and discrete.

Having outlined the scheme it is now important to see whether
it leads to any testable predictions, because it will only be useful if it
does. First, simple predictions can be drawn about the induction of
an OBE. If essential prerequisites are vivid imagery, suspension of
reality testing, logical thinking and a lack of (or lack of attention to)
sensory stimulation, then there are many ways of achieving this.
All these terms are little more than labels for modes of thinking and
anyone who is capable of moving from one to another can free him-
self from the need for such external aids as drugs, but for most
people this is not possible.

For them certain drugs, sensory deprivation or ganzfeld conditions
can aid imagery and decrease sensory awareness, but they must be
kept alert or the experience will lapse into sleep or day-dream. Also
an alternative body image must be built up, whether this is a com-
plete 'double' or just a point elsewhere. A disruption or distortion of
the normal body image may help, but is not sufficient. What is
needed is a split between the imagined position of the self and the
input from the senses. An OBE should not be possible where imagery
is poor or vague and especially when co-ordinated input from the
different senses confirms the sense of body position.

All this may only confirm what has been learned from induction
attempts, but more specific predictions are possible about the types
of people who should be likely to have OBEs and in whom they
would be easier to induce.

As we have seen there has been much argument about whether
psychological theories predict a relationship between imagery skills
and OBEs. Usually general tests of vividness of imagery have been
used but I would predict rather specific relationships reflecting the
role of imagery in different kinds of OBE, under different circum-
stances. First of all, the vividness of a person's normal imagery heed
not be relevant when the OBE is induced primarily by some hallu-
cinogenic factor such as a drug, illness, or accident. It should only be important in deliberately induced OBEs, or those in which there is no other strong inducement to vivid imagery. In those same types of OBE control of imagery should be important. This could easily be tested by comparing the imagery skills of those who have had spontaneous and induced OBEs. Alternatively, one could try to induce OBEs in high and low imagers with and without techniques designed to induce powerful images.

Second, I see no reason why being a habitual imager or verbalizer should be important; but capacity for absorption should, as Irwin found. But third, I would also suggest that certain specific imagery and cognitive skills would predispose someone to having an OBE more than vividness of imagery. These are the kinds of skill required to visualize a room from above, or an object from an unfamiliar angle, in other words spatial manipulative skills. This could be tested by comparing the skills of OBEers and non-OBEers, or by trying to induce OBEs in those with good or poor spatial skills. I would predict that these specific skills would relate more closely to OBEs than general vividness of imagery.

Other predictions concern the variability of the experience. If it only requires the time and ability to think to change and control an OBE, then the longer experiences or the multiple cases of adepts and frequent OBEs should be more varied than single short ones. The practised OBEer should be able to jump about in his cognitive map, moving in every way his imagination allows. He may choose to leave this 'physical world' altogether and take off into different 'spaces', mystical experiences, profoundly different views of the world, or anywhere his imagination may lead him. It only needs a jump in thinking to achieve this.

This seems to be just what we find. Oliver Fox and Sylvia Muldoon travelled at the 'speed of thought' from place to place in their OBEs, and Whiteman as well as Fox had frequent experiences which were not in this ordinary world. Rogo (124d) analysed Fox's experiences chronologically and showed that as time went on he had more and more in which he left 'physical reality'. In my own long OBE I learned that all the props of the initial experience were unnecessary; the duplicate body, the comforting connecting cord and the familiar room. After that my experience went on into many different forms and 'places'. All this leads to predictions about the relationship between the length and frequency of OBEs and their
nature. They could be tested against data from surveys or in OBE training programmes and experimental sessions with practised OBEers.

We can also predict from this psychological approach how the OBE should end. If the original conditions continue the experience can change towards mystical or religious experience. If any of them changes it will end rather abruptly. For example, if imagery becomes less vivid the new view will lose its; temporary advantage and the old one reassert itself. If reality testing suddenly reappears the person may think 'this is daft - I am really sitting in my chair'.

Attention switches back to the body and the experience ends that way. If sensory input itself becomes assertive then again the old view will predominate and in all of these cases the change is sudden. There may be a moment between the two views when neither is established and there is nothing in between. This might produce what Crookall refers to as the momentary blanking of consciousness and I think this effect is better explained in cognitive terms than as a sensation produced by the drawing out or return of the astral body.

Finally if logical and clear thinking is lost the experience may lapse into dreaming. According to this way of looking at the OBE, its relationship to lucid dreaming is very close (though we must bear in mind the physiological differences between the two). In ordinary dreaming three of the conditions for the OBE are fulfilled: there are vivid imagery, suspension of reality testing and a near total obliteration of sensory input. What is missing is the clarity of thinking and deliberate control which need to accompany them. So we can see that if a person becomes lucid in a dream, if in Fox's terms the critical faculty is aroused, then all the conditions for an OBE are fulfilled. Of course he may choose to go on experiencing the dream imagery he already had. If this is bizarre in nature he is likely to call the experience a dream. But if it is of the normal environment he may call it an OBE. More specifically if he thinks 'Oh, I am dreaming, I wonder if I could see my own body in bed asleep,' then the experience becomes a typical OBE, bounded again by other experiences and kept in check by habits of thought.

In the case of a lucid dream the person is not likely to drop back into the normal viewpoint because he is asleep and unresponsive to sensory input. This only occurs if he wakes, as sometimes happens from lucid dreams. More likely is that he will lapse back into ordinary dreaming or to a different kind of lucid dream. All this fits
with what we know about lucid dreams and makes sense of their apparently close relationship to the OBE.

I have treated the OBE as though it occupied a 'place' in a multi-dimensional world of imaginary experience, bounded on its different sides by this or that other experience, and having a niche of temporary stability. Although the spatial aspect is only a metaphor, this is what I intended. Starting from a purely materialist foundation, one can see that the nature and structure of our nervous systems makes certain experiences possible and others not so. We can imagine a large number of potential states of this highly complex system but some might be stable while others are 'forbidden' or extremely unstable. In addition some routes between them would be easier than others because of similarities in necessary conditions and the stability or otherwise of the intervening states.

We can see that it might be possible to develop a map of this multi-dimensional space. This is no new idea. Some have seen the I Ching, Tarot and Cabbala as examples of cartography of experiential space and many other maps have been tried (39, 91, 146i, 1), but so far no mapping has been achieved which would allow for simple classification of ASCs, or relate them to known and measurable physiological or psychological conditions. I would suggest that to do this we need to identify some crucial variables which form, in the spatial analogy, major dimensions of the space, and then try to find the kinds of thing which make some areas stable while others are not.

This is what I have tried to do for the OBE, albeit rather inadequately. I have suggested four possibly important prerequisites. Although these need defining much more clearly I have shown how they can lead to an altered state of which one form is the semi-stable OBE. I have tried to indicate related states and shown how the experience can change into others when conditions, or ways of thinking, change; and I have indicated how the OBE is expected to end. One advantage of this approach is that it leads to many testable predictions, but only time and much research will show how it copes if they are tested.

Charles Tart suggested in 1972 (146e) the notion of state specific sciences. If scientists could learn to get into and manipulate ASCs we might be able to operate sciences with learning and communication within those states. The future of OBE research may lie in the
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attempt to bring subjective experience of this kind into the realm of publicly testable experience.

Of course we would have to learn many new skills, but here the trials of the adepts and the long tradition of occult learning might help us. Looked on as maps of experiential space we may find that these old traditions are better guides than we thought for the modern explorer. The psychological approach may even begin to make sense out of the otherwise rather baffling regions and planes of the 'astral world'. One can see them as reflections of the structure and organization of the brain and its processing systems.

Travelling in the astral may be a process of exploring the contents of your own memory and imagination, brought to life by a new way of thinking in a special state of consciousness. The more mundane representation of the cognitive map may be seen as forming one region of the lower astral, while the monsters and creatures of childhood fears populate another. Are the 'higher planes' states of consciousness involving ways of thinking which most of us cannot reach? Many occultists would reject this interpretation but to me it makes a lot of sense and might mean that we could start learning from occult teachings if we tried to integrate them with the psychology of memory, imagination and consciousness.

I would just like to add two more important implications of this psychological approach. First, it suggests that nothing leaves the body in an OBE. Everything seen is from the person's own imagination and this means that psychic events of any kind are not expected during the OBE. This approach is not incompatible with the idea that the OBE is a psi-conducive state but if so, then this is incidental to the theory.

It could be argued that this takes the OBE out of the province of psychical research, or parapsychology; but if so then the loser is parapsychology. Many of the phenomena currently labelled 'paranormal' may turn out to be nothing of the kind but I do not believe that parapsychology should reject them on that score. I hope that parapsychologists will continue to investigate the OBE as an intrinsic part of their field, whichever theory they eventually adopt.

Finally, of course, it says nothing about survival. Nothing leaves the body in an OBE and so there is nothing to survive. I would not say there is no survival; I very much hope that there is--but according to this theory the OBE itself has no bearing either way on the matter.
Some readers may think this provides a depressing outlook for research on the OBE. I think quite the reverse: that it is tremendously exciting. Here is an altered state of consciousness which we know a little about, which is rather common and which we can readily explore further. I hope that through this psychological approach we shall eventually be able to understand far better than we can now all the experiences I have described in this book, including that one of my own which set me off on this trail in the first place. It is my hope that in years to come we shall have a coherent theory of ASCs, of memory and of imagination, within which the OBE will take its rightful place as one of those private spaces which the human mind, because of its very human brain, can explore.
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POSTSCRIPT TO THE AMERICAN EDITION

I am lying back in some yielding, flowing softness. It feels — oh so familiar. I seem to be disintegrating, falling apart into separate pieces and then into nothing at all. Then back together and flying... the softness replaced by a deep blue sky and I am flying home: to my own house. The night is deep blue and the garden dark but the house stands out, glowing with yellow lights. I can look inside and see someone in the kitchen cooking. I close in on the upstairs windows and see the children fast asleep, tucked up in bed.

I had taken 80 milligrams of Ketamine, an anesthetic not often used for adults, though quite common for children. In larger quantities it produces total anesthesia but in this relatively small dose one remains hovering between consciousness and unconsciousness: between having a body and not having one. The body is physically paralyzed, the eyes unable to move. Psychologists such as Richard Gregory (17) have taken Ketamine to investigate the fringes of consciousness but it is an experience not to be recommended unless you are really determined to explore those borderline states in which OBEs can occur.

Over the years since I first wrote Beyond the Body I have had many such experiences, usually through meditation or OBE induction practices. In this one, as in others, I wanted to find out whether what I saw was accurate or not. Again, frustratingly, it was a curious mixture. There was no one in the kitchen at that time — I later ascertained. But a friend who was with me held up some fingers as a test. I correctly counted them first time but thereafter failed. It could have been chance, couldn't it?

Of course, I was asking again that question which I already argued is unlikely to be answered and probably won't even need answering. In the end research will lead in one direction or the other. Either OB perception
is (or can be) veridical and experiments will find out, or it isn't and we'll develop an increasingly coherent and effective psychological explanation.

That is, I think, what has happened in the ten years since *Beyond the Body* was first published.

On the paranormal, or ecosomatic theories, there has been very little further progress. I tried some exploratory experiments myself. From time to time I meet people who claim to be able to have OBEs at will, or to have them regularly when going to sleep. Several of these [people] agreed to take part in a long-distance, open-ended experiment. It all began when one frequent OBEr visited my home. He chose the test for himself:

"Put up a target for me here by the door," he suggested, "I would like a word best and perhaps a five-digit number like Tart used. You could even try some real objects too."

So when he had gone I made out a list of twenty common words and twenty small objects I could pin to his chosen spot on the wall. Each week I used random number tables to select a new number, word and object and there they remained for him to "visit" at any time. Later I changed them only once a month and then even less frequently. Neither he, nor any of the other people who tried this test, was able to correctly identify the targets. One woman partially succeeded but was not able to repeat it. So it was impossible to use this as a basis for finding anything out about OBEs.

There has been little further research on ESP in the OBE. Alvarado (1) reviewed experimental studies and concluded that they generally showed weak and inconsistent results and in his recent book, Irwin (20) argues that the claimed veridicality of OBE content is probably exaggerated.

By contract there has been a lot of progress on psychological approaches. The ever-popular "birth theory" has been tested and found wanting. The astronomer Carl Sagan (26) argued that the universality of imagery in near-death experiences, including OBEs, could only be accounted for by reference to one experience we all share — our birth. Subsequently Becker (3) explained "why birthmodels cannot explain the near-death phenomena". Honegger (18) then made the comparison with OBEs more explicit, likening the tunnel experience to the passage down the birth canal, the vibrations to the contractions of labor and the silver
cord to the umbilicus.

But if birth were the source of the OBE and tunnel then we would expect people born by Caesarean section not to have any tunnel experiences or classical OBEs. In a survey (4) I showed this was just not the case. The people born by Caesarean had just as many such experiences as anyone else. This is not to say that the general idea of birth may not, in some way, mold our experiences, but it does show that an individual's own birth is not "relied" in the OBE.

More positively, most of the predictions I made about OBEs have been tested. For example, the question of imagery has been further explored. It now seems much clearer that vividness of imagery is not especially important for having an OBE but certain spatial imagery skills are. Cook and Irwin (14) showed that although OBErs were no better than non-OBErs at a test of imagery control, they were better at a task using a specially constructed box with an F-shaped block inside. Participants were shown pictures of the block from different positions in the box and asked to identify the position. Those who had had OBEs did better. This may well involve the same skills as using the imagination to "see" things from a different perspective. In two experiments (11) I asked people to imagine viewing either remembered, or present scenes from eye level or from above and to try switching viewpoints from one position to the other. I found that those who had OBEs were better able to make this switch.

This is closely related to a most interesting argument now being pursued. My own theory (8) suggests that OBErs should be those who habitually use "observer" viewpoints in their dreams or imagination. Alternatively, Irwin (20) has proposed his "Synesthetic model of the OBE". He argues that the basis of the OBE is a somaesthetic image of being disembodied. Once the feeling of being disembodied is established, synesthesia (or the translation of one sense into another) takes over and a visual image of a floating self is elaborated—hence the OBE. This would not predict that OBErs should use observer perspectives more often in imagery.

Both Irwin (21) and myself (11) have tested the viewpoints which OBErs and others habitually use to recall their dreams and waking life. We both have found that OBErs do tend to recall dreams more often as observers (than do non-OBErs) but not waking events, thus partially confirming my prediction; Irwin then argued that the recalled scenes
tended to be static while the dreams were more dynamic and active. Perhaps it was the bodily imagery that was important. He went on to break down his data for OBEs who had another body in their OBEs and those who didn't, showing that it was predominantly the former who used observer perspectives in their dreams. He speculated that it is their skill in somatic, or bodily, imagery which enables them to do this and also to have OBEs.

This is surely an example of science at last tackling a problem effectively. We are far from a complete understanding of OBEs but the research is progressing as research should. Rival theories do exist which share a lot of common ground but differ in specifics. Ance we are doing experiments to see which theory works better. This is precisely the kind of progress which has never been made on the ecstatic, or astral body, theories of the OBE.

Another prediction I made was that the skills needed for a deliberate OBE are quite different from those needed for a spontaneous one (such as the OBE occurring before or after sleep, or during accidents or illness). I questioned nearly a hundred people and divided the thirty-six OBEs into those who had had only spontaneous OBEs and those who had managed to induce at least one OBE deliberately (9). As expected it was the latter group who claimed to be able to stop a dream they didn't like or to choose to dream about a specific topic. Every one of this group also reported having lucid dreams. On the other hand, there was an association between having spontaneous OBEs and mystical experiences. It seems, as predicted, that the two kinds of OBE occur to different people. Whether this relates to their imagery skills or not remains to be tested.

It is interesting to compare this with a study by Alvarado (2) in which he used Crookall's classification. Crookall divided OBEs into "natural" and "enforced" on the basis of whether the astral body leaves more or less naturally (see Chapter 6). This is rather a different classification from mine. On this basis Alvarado predicted that the natural OBEs should have more phenomenological characteristics than enforced OBEs and should generally be more pleasant. Neither prediction was confirmed, which seems to show that the classification based on astral projection theory is not, at least in this context, very useful.

I have already mentioned the association between OBEs and lucid dreams. The psychological theories all, more or less strongly, imply a close connection between the two (12). This has now been amply
confirmed in a variety of studies (e.g. 5,6,7,9,19). Irwin (21) has recently reviewed the evidence and concluded that there is a significant but weak association between OBEs and lucid dreams.

For anyone who has OBEs and worries about what this has to say about their mental health or personality, there is good news from recent research. Gabbard and Twemlow (16) sent questionnaires to about 700 people who had had OBEs. Their most important finding, among many others, was that the people who have OBEs are psychologically very healthy. They are remarkably similar to the average healthy American and show no special signs of mental illness, psychotic thinking or antisocial or deviant characteristics. The relationship with absorption (discussed in Chapter 16) has now been confirmed (23), and Wilson and Barber (27) showed that the small group of highly hypnotizable or "fantasy-prone" subjects (who also show high absorption and extraordinary powers of imagery) relatively often report OBEs.

Nevertheless many people who have OBEs think they must be "going mad" and some psychiatrists even take the occurrence of OBEs as a sign of pathology. To see whether there is any justification for this, I surveyed a group of schizophrenics and a control group of other hospital patients (10). From a preliminary question about OBEs it appeared superficially that far more of the schizophrenics had the experience than the controls (42% as opposed to 13%). However, the questionnaire also asked for a description of the OBE. This showed that many of the schizophrenics were including quite different experiences, such as hallucinations of being on another planet or meeting strange creatures, which were not at all similar to the usual OBE. When only "typical" OBEs were included (those which involved a viewpoint outside the body) the proportion dropped to 14% — almost exactly the same as the normals. And these OBEs sounded very familiar. Here is a rather daunting example which happened:

On stage in the middle of a play at Her Majesty's Theatre, Barrow-in-Furness. It didn't affect my performance in any way at all. I went on acting while my center of consciousness (I) floated about 15 feet above the scene I was in.
In addition, those schizophrenics who reported the other more bizarre experiences were more likely also to report more visual distortions and more symptoms of schizophrenia but those who reported typical OBEs were not. In other words there is no reason to think the typical OBE is associated with schizophrenia.

It is often thought that children have OBEs more readily than adults and perhaps tend to forget them as they grow older. Indeed, many adults claim to have had OBEs in childhood. If so, it would be most interesting to talk directly to young children about OBEs. Wooffitt, a colleague of mine, went to a primary school and interviewed fifty-two children between the ages of 5 and 12 and asked them about viewpoints in imagery, OBEs and imaginary playmates (28). To make the question comprehensible to young children, and without priming them too much for what was intended, Wooffitt asked questions about floating and then added "Have you ever floated in the air?" Just one eleven-year-old boy said he had, when he was once very ill at the age of nine.

"I was lying down on the bed and I felt as though I was flying around the sky," he said. He saw the ceiling coming closer as he floated up. He seemed to be moving in a circular pattern and felt some "to-ing" and "fro-ing". He said it lasted "a heck of a long time". But he was the only one out of over fifty children. This very low incidence seems to imply that children do not have as many OBEs as some adults suppose, unless problems with the questions or method concealed further OBEs. This surprising finding is something which deserves further study.

Obviously the OBE has not yielded all its secrets yet — far from it. However, we are working towards a much better understanding of how and why it comes about. At any point in this process of understanding we can speculate a little beyond the established facts. I would like to end by summarizing my speculations about the place of the OBE in a theory of consciousness.

I start with consciousness because it seems to me that consciousness is what it is all about. Above all, having an OBE forces one to ask "How can this altered state seem so real and what is consciousness anyway?"

I would like to make the suggestion that being conscious is what it is like being a mental model. In a now famous paper, the philosopher Thomas Nagel (24) asked "What is it like to be a bat?". He pointed out
that the fact that an organism has conscious experience at all means that there is "something it is like to be" that organism. In other words, there is something it is like to be a bat — or a human being.

But the problem is, we are not really the flesh and blood of our bodies. We are selves. And selves, as we know from psychology, are constructed entities — or models. Really, "we" are mental models of a self. I would say that consciousness is not "what it's like to be" a bat, but to be the bat's mental model of itself. Things cannot be conscious but mental models can. I am conscious because I am a model or representation of myself in the world.

Now if I say there is "something it is like to be" a mental model, then the implication (controversial as it may be) is that all the myriad models constructed by any brain are all conscious. This seems implausible until you realize that "we" are just the "biggest and best" of the models in our own system.

The most obvious thing about humans as model builders is that they model themselves. We all build vast mental models of "me, here, now" based on our senses. It is this which provides the core of our consciousness from moment to moment. Because it is stable, coherent and complex it is usually the best model we have. So it seems real. This I call our "model of reality".

The model of reality is sustained by the complex processing of the brain and changes as that processing changes. It is normally totally dependent on the input to our senses: on what we can see and hear and feel and the body image with which we integrate it all. That is "me, now".

But what happens when there is not enough input, or confusing input, or when we are drugged or near death? The normal model of reality begins to break down, of course. But what happens next?

The tunnel is part of the answer. We know that the mapping of visual space onto the brain cortex is such that when random noise sets up waves of activation in the cortex this will appear like a spiral or tunnel (13, 15). The greater number of cells devoted to the central parts of the visual field provide the brighter centre, or the great white light. Any other imagery being produced in the system when this happens will get sucked into the tunnel form. But at the same time, and far more drastic for the system, the normal view of the world is breaking down.

This, I think, provides the answer about OBEs. A sensible system,
losing touch with external reality, uncertain as to what is "out there" and what is imagination, has to make a decision. Only one model of the world can actually represent "out there" and seem real. So which is it? I propose that when this breakdown occurs the most sensible thing the system can do is to ask itself (as it were) "Who am I? Where am I? What is going on?" and so reconstruct, on the basis of memory and imagination, what it thinks should be happening. And what are memory models like? We know from much work in psychology (e.g. 8, 25) that many representations in memory are in bird's eye view.

I propose that if the normal eye-level model of reality breaks down it can be replaced by a bird's eye model from memory and imagination. If this is the best the system can manage then it will take over as the current "model of reality" and so will seem real. This, then, is the OBE. In a sense it is real — at least just as real as anything ever is because the OBE is the best representation of the world that the system has.

It is interesting to note that sounds could easily be incorporated into the new view without it breaking down. Since hearing is the last sense to go in unconsciousness, it makes sense that people near death can hear what is going on and seem to see it all from above. Their view is hallucinatory but it is built on valid bits of information.

This theory of the OBE not only fits with much of the evidence collected to date but it also sets the OBE in context. It is, if you like, an illusion of reality. It is a result of the system trying to get back to normal and clinging onto the idea that there must be a world out there. Of course if the system gives up on that attempt then other models or representations will take over and seem real — perhaps models of heaven, of other worlds or other people. These too can seem real if they are the best the system has at the time (as may well be the case near death).

Most OBEs are convinced by their illusion; they are sure that they are seeing the "real world". In this sense OBEs are like dreamers. But just as you can become "lucid" in an dream, and realize that it is all illusory, so you can in an OBE. You can realize the constructed nature of all these images — indeed of the basis of consciousness itself. In this way you can see into the essential emptiness of it all and the connectedness of everything which can be experienced. It is simultaneously total aloneness and complete oneness. This is a key insight
into the mystical experience.

An important implication of this is the artificial or constructed nature of the dichotomy between self and the world: both are just aspects of a useful everyday model of reality. It doesn't have to be like that. This freedom is probably only available when you let go of the clinging to normality, which itself brings about the OBE. So the OBE occurs when a strictly input-based model of the world breaks down but it is still a stage of trying to hang onto our normal view of a self in the world. Like any other stage, it can eventually be transcended. As mystics have long been telling us, an OBE may show that something is afoot, but of itself it is unimportant.

So the mystery begins to look a little different from how we might first have thought. The fact that the tunnel can be accounted for in physiological terms and the OBE in cognitive terms is not a prescription for a meaningless reductionism, but a scientific achievement which in the end might bring mystical insights more clearly into view.

Susan J. Blackmore, 1990
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